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Distilling the innovation, science, and enthusiasm of their first book-The World Record Paper

Airplane Book-world record holder Ken Blackburn and mechanical engineer Jeff Lammers present

The Kids' Paper Airplane Book.Written and designed for younger paper pilots, it has simpler planes

with brighter, bolder graphics; games, activities, and fun aviation facts (the "A=Alpha, B=Bravo"

pilots' alphabet, for example); and everything kids need to fold and fly. They will learn how to design

their own planes, do stunts, and build a 3-D airport with stuff found around the house, and they'll

discover that the largest aircraft ever flown wasn't a plane at all. There are 16 models and 76

full-color planes in all, a full-color poster of an airport, a pilot's license and flight log, and a field guide

to common aircraft.But the irresistible attraction, as in the grown-up version, are the planes

themselves: The Count, The Dragon, The Manta Ray, The Slice, The Aerobat, the Saturn Rocket.

Plus the chance to be the next world record holder. Selection of the Doubleday Kids' Club. Suitable

for ages 5 and up. 360,000 copies in print.
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up in the air All the materials and information kids need to make 16 paper airplanes, and make them

fly, are included in Kids' Paper Air Plane Book by Ken Blackburn and Jeff Lammers. Illustrated



step-by-step instructions show exactly how to take the double-sided, color pages included in the

back of the book and turn them into planes that look like a spider, a slice of pizza and a bat, as well

as more typical aircraft. The book also includes a field guide to real planes, a log to record flight

distances and ideas for activities.Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc.

With over a million copies in print, Workman's PAPER AIRPLANE BOOKS have (if you'll the pardon

the expression) literally taken off. Written and put together by Ken Blackburn, the Guinness Book of

World Records paper airplane record holder, and Jeff Lammers, a mechanical engineer, the three

books in the series are providing hours of fun all around the country. Each book includes a wealth of

information, instructions, trivia--and lots of spectacular paper airplanes just waiting to be cut out and

given a chance to soar. Also in the series: POCKET FLYERS PAPER AIRPLANE BOOK, with 74

Lilliputian-sized planes for small spaces; and THE WORLD RECORD PAPER AIRPLANE BOOK,

launching the series, an indispensable everything-you-need resource book for beginners and

experts alike.

Bought as a gift for a 12 year old and I'm told he was excited to start making the planes. There are

so many paper plane books it was hard to decide so I narrowed down to 3 and because of age,

chose this one as it seemed like a good all around, easy to understand book for introductory of

building paper airplanes. I was trying to find some interest for the kid so if he ends up liking this a

lot, I might purchase the more in depth and core mature paper planes book for him in the future.

Item arrived in a timely matter and good clean condition.

My son really loves this book. He is 9, and he can easily make many of the airplanes in here with no

help from me. Some of them are simple, and some are more complicated, but all of them seem

basically kid friendly. It is definitely easier than some of the more complex origami books that are

made for kids. Besides, the planes look quite cool, so he is quite please with the finished product.

Fun for a 4 year old, but many of the planes do not fly. The paper is thin and does not hold shape

well. Scissors and cut-outs are required for many of the planes. The flimsy paper and sometimes

thin bodies, wings, etc. make the planes difficult to throw and some do not fly at all and are for

looking at and pretend playing only. That said, there were a few that flew well despite their odd

shapes which was fun and interesting. We enjoyed the book but would I wouldn't purchase it again.



My boy enjoys making paper airplanes. Bought this as an alternative to a book on making your own.

This includes pre-printed plane pages, cut, fold and fly. Be forewarned, you may need a paperclip or

two and some tape to complete each of these. The paper is a little flimsy, thus my 4 rating. But

overall, each was good for a few minutes of creative fun with my son, and then some flying fun.

Pre-printed airplanes are a nice change-up from white paper. If these were on heavier paper, the

book would certainly have been a five for me. But even though it wasn't, dad, buy your kid a paper

airplane book, build it with him and fly it with him... it'll only take 20-30 minutes (5 to build, the rest

for flying), but it'll be like hours for your kid!

This is a thick book. High quality paper. Gave as a gift though so cannot comment on how well the

planes fly.

My son really enjoyed this paper airplane book, even if it had pretty much lost most of it's appeal

after a month. It has some nice models, included, for kids to make, plus some ideas for future

models. The price is about right for this level of production value. It makes for a nice "throw in" gift or

a gift for no special occasion other than making a kid happy for the weekend or holiday.

This is an excellent activity book for a wide range of ages. My kids are two and love "helping" to

make, fly, and decorate the paper airplanes we make. You can used the detachable sheets, or use

a sheet of paper and use the detachable sheets as a guide without removing them. The directions

for each design are also easy to follow. The introduction to the principles of flight will also be great

for elementary school students as well. Endless hours of family fun for many ages.

My grandson age 6 is obsessed with paper airplanes and loves this book. He can build them all.
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